
 

Reducing overtesting in the emergency
department could save millions
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An emergency department is sometimes the first place a person thinks to
go for health care.

"The emergency department is an essential care setting, treating over 145
million annual visits in the United States across a wide range of patient
populations, from children to adults," says Keith Kocher, M.D., MPH,
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an assistant professor of emergency medicine at Michigan Medicine.

It's for this very reason that Michele Nypaver, M.D., a professor of
emergency medicine and pediatrics at Michigan Medicine and
University of Michigan C.S. Mott Children's Hospital, says the
emergency department setting represents the ideal venue to implement
practice improvement efforts to ensure high-quality care, informed by
the best available evidence.

Kocher and Nypaver are the program directors of the Michigan
Emergency Department Improvement Collaborative (MEDIC), a
physician-led statewide quality network connecting a diverse set of
unaffiliated emergency departments with the goal of improving quality
and reducing low-value emergency care throughout Michigan.

The collaborative is funded by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and
Blue Care Network through the Value Partnerships program.

In a new study, published in Annals of Emergency Medicine, Kocher,
Nypaver and a team of emergency physician MEDIC clinical champions
from hospitals and health systems across Michigan use data from
MEDIC to highlight opportunities to safely reduce overtesting in
emergency departments.

"Health care is changing," says Kocher, a member of the U-M Institute
for Healthcare Policy and Innovation. "Government, insurance
companies, advocacy groups and patients are all more interested than
ever in demonstrating the value of care delivered."

He adds, "This requires a better understanding of the outcomes we get
for the tests and treatment we perform."

Overimaging costs
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MEDIC warehouses a clinical registry that contains data on more than 1
million emergency department visits from 16 diverse emergency
departments. It also includes data on performance across four quality
measures for each department.

In the study, the research team examined data from the clinical registry,
specifically looking at amounts of performed imaging. Estimates of
excess imaging were calculated based on the Achievable Benchmark of
Care method for determining quality improvement targets across a
population.

In 2017 alone across the collaborative, the team found substantial
variation in amounts of performed imaging and the potential to avoid
1,519 head CT scans for minor head injury, 3,308 chest X-rays for
children with asthma, bronchiolitis or croup, and 4,254 CT scans for
suspected pulmonary embolism.

"This translates to about $3.8 million annually in avoidable spending on
low-value care if these MEDIC sites were to collectively improve to the
benchmark standard," Kocher says.

"We show that there is the opportunity to avoid low-value imaging tests
in the emergency department and, in turn, create significant health care
savings."

Kocher, Nypaver and team hope these study results show the benefit and
power a collaborative can have for fellow physicians.

"Useful insight into how we continuously improve the quality of care we
deliver only comes from getting meaningful, credible data into the hands
of those who can best act on it—and oftentimes that means clinicians,"
Nypaver says.
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"MEDIC is a tool that allows emergency physicians to get actionable
feedback on how they are performing on their patients in their own
emergency departments, with the collaborative helping us to learn from
each other to keep improving."

Future implications for payments

Kocher and Nypaver note that measurement standards for patient care
are increasingly tied to reimbursement, termed "pay for performance."

"Unfortunately these measures are often initiated and implemented
without the direct input of the physicians they impact," Kocher says.

"It is critical that emergency physicians bridge this gap and participate in
shaping how and in what form the quality of our care is measured and
how it will positively impact our patients, or it will likely be determined
for us by those outside of our specialty."

He says MEDIC's learning collaborative approach provides an important
model for large-scale clinical practice change demonstrating the benefits
of partnerships among physicians, hospitals and payers.

Nypaver adds, "MEDIC will continue to identify challenges in
emergency medicine where strong evidence exists to define best
practice, where opportunity exists to improve patient outcomes and
where emergency physicians are best positioned to intervene."

  More information: Keith E. Kocher et al, Baseline Performance of
Real-World Clinical Practice Within a Statewide Emergency Medicine
Quality Network: The Michigan Emergency Department Improvement
Collaborative (MEDIC), Annals of Emergency Medicine (2019). DOI:
10.1016/j.annemergmed.2019.04.033
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